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The first effective filtration 
and disinfection process
for swimming pool water 
as a symbiosis between
biological and mechanical 
treatment.
  
As in a classic pool!
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Trendsetter in Pools & Gardens

Ovenstone Wellness AG ∙ Rietstrasse 7 ∙ CH-8247 Flurlingen ∙ Tel. +41 (0)52 317 11 11 ∙ info@ovenstone.eu 

Get crystal clear pure water
all year round with our 
plug-in construction!

Our benefits:
 9 No eye or skin irritation, no allergies
 9 Automatic operation
 9 Easy pool care
 9 Works with higher pool water temperature   

and indoor pools
 9 No yearly change of water necessary
 9 No work effort needed when it’s winter time
 9 Compact construction for more freedom   

for the architectural design
 9 Can be upgraded to an existing pool

Luxury has a new name: Chemical free swimming

Contact us, to get your chemical free, 
low -maintenance wellness oasis:
Tel.: +41 (0)52 317 11 11 

swiss made
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Swim fun without any chemicals

Swiss innovation and quality

Crystal-clear water, biologically perfect, natural and pure as a Swiss mountain lake.
The Ovenstone plug-in pool technology provides water comparable to drinking water.

Red eyes, dry or itching skin, chlorine smell or a faded bathing suit? Those times are over!
The Ovenston Plug-in-pool-technology ensures a top water quality. 100% natural, without any chemicals!

Natural - without chemicals
The new technique of the mechanical and biological water

treatment works without any chlorine, heavy metal
conjunction, algaecides, environmental toxins and allergens.

The water is comparable to drinking water!

Highly efficient two stage cleaning
In the first stage, including the electrolytic phosphate
rendition (Blue-Box-Technology), the water will be
filtered mechanically with ultraviolet light (UVO) and
through natural ozone, which is produced in the
system, microbiologically sanitized.

After that, the biological filtration step removes the organic
substances carried in the water from the swimmer or the

bather. It removes those substances efficient and completely
natural.

All components of the Ovenstone Plug-in-pool-technology are
developed and produced with a high quality in the Switzerland
and of course with a swiss precision.

» 100% naturalness for 100% of well-being: We
realize dreamlike wellness oasis. Individually and
with high quality and of course without chemcials! «
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100% natural well-being
OVENSTONE stands for unique wellness oasis and dreamlike places for people who want to
relax and be happy. Everything without chemicals!
It doesn’t matter if you want to renovate your pool, build a new swimming pool or an indoor
pool. Even if you want to restructure your whole new garden:
The Ovenstone Wellness AG is your trendsetter for pools and gardens.

You have the area? We give you the ideas!
You have dreams? We realize them for you!
You need some advice? We are always there for you!
You are curious? Call us now!
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The pool care will be
easier than before

For new systems but
also as an upgrade

Thanks to an innovative mechanical biological
filtration system. Due the fact that the water
in the pool has drinking water quality.

This makes the pool cleaning much easier!

Those three things should be done:

 

You will spend more time with your pool and less time with the cleaning, thanks to the innovative
Ovenstone plug-in-pool-technology. That is the right way to relax and enjoy your life. 
This is wellness! Without any chemicals!

The Ovenstone plug-in-technology can be
installed as a new system or it can be
upgraded to the swimming pool, the same as
the normal chemical cleaning system. Natural
pools and swimming ponds can be upgraded
with the plug-in-technology.

» Outdoor pool, indoor pool, new construction 
or renovation. Everything is possible especially 
when the pool cleaning is super easy! «

9 Check and regulate the pH-value regularly
        (can be automated if wanted)
9 Let the swimming robot run (every two or three days)
9    Control and clean sieves but also clean the pool stairs and
        the ladder.
        Done!
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Solid, powerful, 100% natural

Suitable for all 
pool ideas

The Ovenstone plug-in-system affords something big, which is compact. It doesn’t
matter if it’s in the house, a shed or in a different housing. Our plug-in-technology

always finds a suitable place and the top is big enough if you want to
sunbathe.

With the revolutionary Ovenstone-plug-in-technology you will save a lot of
money which you would usually spend on water treatment substances and
other chemicals. Also, you will profit from the water quality because it
only has benefits and the best benefit is the drinking quality.

The Oventstone plug-in-technology is
suitable for:
• Natural stone basins
• Chrome steel basins
• Finished basins
• Foil basins
• Outdoor and indoor pools
• Skimmer and spillover basins

This technology grants enough freedom when it comes to
architecture, form, size, depth and individual equipment.

The Ovenstone plug-in-pool-technology combines the architectural clarity of the
regular pool with the biologic natural water treatment of a natural swimming pond.

www.ovenstone.eu
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Headquarter Global
Ovenstone Wellness AG
Rietstrasse 7 ∙ CH-8247 Flurlingen
Tel. +41 (0)52 317 11 11
info@ovenstone.eu

www.ovenstone.eu

Simon Ovenstone, Owner and Pool-Trendsetter

» We trust modern, tested
   and proven technology - 
   for your 100% natural 
   wellness pool «
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